Clonal variation of cadmium response in human tumor cell lines.
Subpopulations of human tumor-derived cell lines A101D, A204, and A549 were screened for Cd2+ cytotoxic response. Three of six A549, two of seven A101D, and four of seven A204 subpopulations were found to differ significantly from the parental line. A variant subpopulation of A101D (T3) was shown by flow cytometry to be comprised of cells having two distinct DNA histograms. One histogram, type 1, resembles that of normal human fibroblasts. The other, type 2, represents cells with one-third more DNA. Early passage T3 clonal populations were comprised primarily of type 1 cells. With passage, type 1 cells decreased relative to type 2 so that by passage 47 the culture was predominantly type 2. Correspondingly, the A101D T3 subpopulation became more Cd2+ sensitive with time in culture. Subclones having only type 1 DNA histograms were found to be Cd2+ resistant relative to subclones with type 2 histograms, and treatment of A101D T3 cultures having approximately equal amounts of type 1 and 2 cells with 2 microM Cd2+ resulted in the selection of type 1 cells. The enhanced Cd2+ resistance phenotype shown by A101D T3 type 1 cells correlated with reduced Cd2+ uptake and is not attributable to enhanced metallothionein synthesis.